1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to announce some results regarding the relationship between principal ideal domains and euclidean domains which are subrings of global fields.
P range over all prime divisors of F we get a ring for each such set S as follows: Os = n °p-
P$S
For each such finite set S, O s is a Dedekind ring with finite residue classes. It is known that there always exists such a finite set S such that O s is a principal ideal domain or as we shall say "O s is P.I.D." Further, as we have shown in [6] , one can always find finite S so that O s is euclidean. The question that concerns us here is : If S is a finite set of prime divisors, as above, and O s is P.I.D., is it euclidean? That the answer to our question is not always yes is well known, but, as we shall see, there is excellent reason to believe that the only time the answer is no is in the finite number of examples already known.
In the next section we give an indication of the proof of the following: If F is a function field over a finite field and S is a nonempty finite set of prime divisors such that O s is P.I.D., then O s is euclidean if S contains at least two elements. Further we recall the evidence, due mostly to P. Weinberger (see [9] ), that the above result is also true in the case when F is a number field. Full details of the proofs will appear elsewhere.
2. Let F be a global field and S a finite set of prime divisors of F such that S contains all infinite primes, the cardinality \S\ of S is at least 2 and O s is P.I.D. Let F s denote the group of 5-units of F (see [3] ) and let M s denote the set of prime divisors P such that the nonzero residue classes of Op modulo its maximal ideal I P are representable by elements of F s . Let P 0 be a prime divisor of F such that P 0 <£ S u M s .
0> Po denotes the rays modulo P 0 , i.e. the group of principal ideals (a), a G F, with |a -l| Po (2) Suppose now that F is a number field. The evidence is that all of the above results, including (1) above, are true in this case too. In fact a careful reading of [9] convinces one that all of the above is true modulo certain generalized Riemann hypotheses.
